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floating vessels requiring a mooring system to maintain
their position and orientation against the action of the
environmental forces.
Indeed, considering the progress done in wave
energy and its potential in terms of resource (see also
[1] and [2]), it might be argued that commercialisation
will only be reached when offshore technologies will
become economically viable since the development of
onshore and near-shore devices is somewhat limited by
the requirements in terms of structure, visual impact,
sea area occupation and available energy resource.
Moorings are a critical component of every floating
technology and need to be carefully planned and
designed. Early experience from the deployment of
full-scale prototypes indicates they might be quite
expensive, particularly if considering conventional
configurations derived by standard applications in
offshore industry.
The large majority of the concepts currently being
developed are supposed to operate in arrays of large
size to assure economic feasibility of the project by
sharing the electrical infrastructure required for the
connection (possibly only installations from 50 MW on
will be viable from the economic point of view, see
also [3]). Thus, the cost implications due to moorings
installation will scale with the number of devices if
those are supposed to be moored individually.
Previous work ([4] and [5]) has shown that the cost of
the installations of the moorings is largely influenced
by the number of anchors employed so that a possible
design strategy for arrays might be based on sharing
anchors between several devices.
Another challenge in the design of moorings for
Wave Energy Converters arises when considering their
influence on the power absorption. Standard practice in
the offshore industry is mostly concerned with the
limitation of the vessel motions and the line tensions so
that a large damping due to different friction
mechanisms is, in those cases, often beneficial.
On the contrary, most of the offshore WECs rely on
their motion to extract energy so that any damping
mechanism represents a dissipation potentially
reducing the power output of the device.

Abstract
Most of the wave energy devices currently being
developed are floating structures that require
station-keeping systems to operate. Moorings are an
expensive component and it is likely that future
large-scale arrays will require purposely developed
solutions.
This paper presents the design and the analysis of
a mooring configuration that is particularly suited
to arrays of point-absorbers.
A heaving two-body point-absorber was chosen
as testing device and the main requirements for the
mooring design arising from the installation of a 8body array were reviewed and analysed in order to
provide basic evaluation criteria.
The main characteristics of the mooring system
were defined partly based on existing normatives
and previous experience from aquaculture farms
and assessed by applying simplified preliminary
models to specify lines length and relative
components.
The final configuration was validated through the
simulation of the most relevant extreme sea states
occurring off the Basque coast, namely bimep
(BIscay Marine Energy Platform), by use of
advanced time-domain packages.
The results show the feasibility of this concept for
arrays of point-absorbers and give further
indication to its possible extension to other types of
devices.
Keywords: Mooring Analysis, Catenary mooring system,
Wave Energy Arrays, Time-domain analysis

1.

Introduction

A large body of research has been dedicated to the
development of offshore wave energy technologies.
Even though alternative designs with bottom-fixed
structures have been occasionally proposed for
relatively deep locations, most of these devices are
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The simplest catenary configuration is shown in
Figure 1. Even though it has the advantages of very
simple construction and installation, it still determines a
substantial interference with the WEC motion and
possibly its dynamic electric cable.

Research is investigating into the magnitude of these
effects ([6], [7] and [8]) and some results derived for
simple point-absorbers (see [6]) have shown the
possibility of minimising the interference of the
moorings on the power absorption by applying properly
designed catenary-with-buoys configurations.
It appears that a substantial improvement,
particularly in terms of economic suitability, could be
represented by a mooring system integrated with WEC
arrays forming a grid of lines connecting a set of
devices with intermediate buoys and clump weights
placed between them. This would allow anchoring only
at the terminations of this grid, possibly reducing the
number of anchors required.
Some initial work in this field has been carried out
by Vicente et al. ([10]). They showed that the power
performance of such systems might be largely affected
by the moorings. However, these conclusions refer to
very simple configurations with a simplified analysis
and it is acknowledged that further analysis with
advanced time-domain methods would be required.
This paper presents a preliminary design and
assessment of a similar mooring configuration
specifically designed for arrays of wave energy
devices. The rationale behind its concept comes from
previous experience and the configurations seen in
aquiculture. The main parameters have been defined
following a simplified methodology according to
standards and existing literature. A time-domain
verification of its suitability is also proposed with some
insight on the WEC performance and its global cost.

2.

Conventional
solutions

mooring

Figure 1: Simple catenary configuration

An alternative configuration including a surface
buoy, as seen in Figure 2, is perhaps the one mostly
favoured by wave energy developers (see for instance
[11]) since it guarantees larger freedom of motion to
the device and reduces the impedance and the damping
related to the mooring system. The resulting offsets are
of the same order of magnitude of the simple catenary.
However, the footprint is typically larger and might be
not consistent with the requirements imposed by an
array of devices.

design

Mooring systems have been employed in the
offshore and naval industry for decades. Consequently,
a large number of alternatives and designs have been
proposed and deployed depending on the type of
structure, the requirements of the installation and the
site-specific conditions.
A first distinction can be made between slack and
taut mooring systems. Slack-moored configurations are
typically based on catenary dispositions and rely
mostly on the weight of the lines to provide horizontal
restoring force. On the other hand, the restoring
capabilities of taut lines, usually composed of either
steel wire or synthetic ropes, are based on the axial
stiffness of the lines and need to be pre-tensioned
before their operation.
It is clear that taut systems, although offering the
advantage of a small footprint, determine a large
stiffness that is likely to affect negatively the motion of
wave energy devices. Moreover, they require very
expensive vertically loaded anchor and would probably
need the introduction of additional components (buoys
and clump weights) at sites characterised by a large
tidal range. Thus, they are not suitable to WECs
extracting energy through the relative motion of several
floating bodies, like the ones analysed here.

Figure 2: Catenary with surface buoy configuration

A way to reduce the footprint of the mooring system
is the addition of a clump weight in the line, as shown
in Figure 3. Unfortunately this is also associated to an
increase in the offset (and in the cost) so that its
application to arrays is questionable.

Figure 3: Catenary with surface buoy and clump weight
configuration
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3.

Mooring system for wave energy
arrays: the Karratu concept

It appears clear that the development of wave energy
arrays might require the definition of novel solutions,
capable of maintaining compliance and assure optimal
energy absorption.
Another key driver is the global cost of the hardware
and its installation which often require special
equipment and vessels for conventional configurations.
At present, TECNALIA is developing an improved
mooring system for arrays, Karratu, whose principal
characteristics are:
• Suitable to water depth between 30 and 100 m
• WECs largest horizontal dimension to be
smaller than 30 m
• Applicable to a set of 2 to 10 devices, it
minimises the occupied space by a wave
energy array
• Reduced number of anchor points with respect
to more conventional systems
• Low costs in terms of hardware (all the
elements are common components employed
in the naval industry)
• Ease of maintenance
• Installation estimated to last 2 weeks
This mooring system consists of a network of ropes
and cables distributed in square cells placed on a
horizontal plane at a moderate depth (5-10 m) which
works as a sort of virtual seabed.
This “cell matrix” maintains its configuration thanks
to the combined buoyancy effect provided by a set of
buoys connected by cables or chains to the vertices of
the cells.
Figure 4 shows the appearance of a configuration
including 10 heaving point-absorbers

Figure 5: Catenary with surface buoy and clump weight
configuration

4.

Modelling approaches and design
criteria

Offshore industry has been applying several
practices for the design of mooring systems. Examples
are given by the standards from DNV ([12]) and API
([13]).
Typically, the requirements for oil and gas platforms
are based on the maximum offsets allowed by risers
and umbilicals and the design can be considered as an
iterative process to find an optimal solution
compromising between the motions and the tensions in
the lines.
Floating wave energy converters will require an
umbilical cable for the power transmission. Such
dynamic cables are indeed sensitive to large motions
and loads so that requirements can be derived based on
the kind of cable employed.
Alternatively, the disposition of wave energy
converters in closely-spaced arrays might impose the
additional requirement of a determined clearance to be
kept between the devices.
It is clear that a detailed design should go through
different phases with increasing accuracy in the
definition of the components and their design
parameters. However, since a specification for the
cable was not known, we assumed a maximum offset of
30 m (corresponding to approximately 40% of the
water depth) for a preliminary design.
To define the length, weight and type of mooring
lines as well as their components, one needs to perform
calculation to estimate the motions of the devices.
Several modelling approaches with different degree
of complexity and accuracy are available. It is
customary to separate environmental forces acting on
floating structure in three different components:
• Steady loads (relatively constant along the
time, due to the action of mean drift,
current and wind forces)
• Wave-frequency loads (varying with the
wave frequency, they are first-order loads
due to the waves)
• Low-frequency loads (associated with
slow-drift phenomena that might be

Figure 4: Disposition of a wave energy array employing the
Karratu system for moorings

This concept is based on previous experience in
marine
aquaculture,
where
similar
mooring
configurations are applied for the station-keeping of
cages for fish-farming.
A specific design defined for an array of 8 absorbers
in 80 m water depth is shown in Figure 5. The global
footprint corresponds to a rectangle of 750x350 m
whereas each cell represents a square of approximately
50 m side.
This configuration was later assessed and analysed
as summarised in the following sections.
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The chosen configuration was composed of different
sections of steel wire cables for the mooring of the
devices, chains for the connection to the buoys and a
mixed line of synthetic ropes and chain for the end line
connecting to the anchor on the seabed.

important in the interaction with the
moorings)
The difference between the various approaches is
usually based on the way these different forces are
taken into account.

5.

Frequency-domain
preliminary design

modelling

and

A very simplified method for a preliminary design is
based on the application of quasi-static models for the
definition of a static offset and the subsequent
frequency-domain analysis for the derivation of
tensions and motions due to time-varying forces.
This consists in applying a generalised version of the
catenary equation as shown by Oppenheimer (
[14]) in order to define a characteristic curve for the
load of a line in function of its horizontal and vertical
offset.
Figure 6 shows an example for a particular line.
Characteristic curves for different directions can be
generated even for the global mooring system in such a
way that the mean static offset corresponding to a
specified mean load can be automatically found by
looking up the curve.

Figure 7: Horizontal plane view of the configuration of a
single cell of the Karratu for an offset of 30 m

The wave energy device considered in this study was
a heaving two-body point-absorber of 500 tons
displacement and 200 kW rated power.
Depth and severe sea state conditions were selected
based on a proposed location at the bimep (see [15]).

6.

Time-domain analysis of mooring
configurations

The previous results were validated by carrying out
with the software package Orcaflex a time-domain
analysis that included a more detailed model of the
system and the account for all the interactions and
dissipative phenomena.

Figure 6: Characteristic curve of the horizontal force against
horizontal offset for a chain of different weights and specified
pretension

Once that the offset is determined based on the mean
loads estimated for a specific sea state, the
characteristic curve corresponding to the mooring
forces can be linearised so as to derive a coefficient to
be included in subsequent frequency-domain analyses.
The frequency-domain model can be carried out
either on the wave-frequency range, to estimate the
influence of the moorings on the power absorption and
motions of the devices or on the low-frequency range,
where in this case the focus is on the line tensions and
the device motion is imposed.
A code was developed to provide responses based on
this approach on a single cell of the system. The results
were needed in order to define line characteristics and
other design parameters.
Figure 7 shows an example corresponding to a
specified offset in a 30º direction which was associated
to the worst case scenario (significant wave height of
11 m and peak period of 16 seconds).

Figure 8: Representation of the simulated mooring
configuration in the time-domain analysis

Thus drag and other viscous losses due to the action
of the fluid on the structure and on the moorings were
introduced as well as the friction between the soil and
the final section of the chain though its influence in
terms of damping of the motions of the whole system
was found to be negligible.
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The load cases considered for design verification are
summarised in Table 1. They were defined in [15],
based on a combination of real buoy data, numerical
models and extrapolation techniques.
Power absorption capabilities were not validated in
the time-domain analysis. A thorough analysis of the
dynamic behaviour of the system in power-generating
operational conditions is ongoing. Previous analyses
carried out in the frequency domain, however,
indicated a limited influence of the mooring systems
(of the order of the 5% reduction) even if coupled with
a relatively large damping.
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Figure 9: Plot of the tensions on the anchor line K1
corresponding to DLC 1

7.

Conclusions

A novel design for the mooring system of wave
energy arrays has been modelled and analysed.
The concept is based on similar solutions applied in
aquaculture and is a variation of the classical catenary
with buoy configuration which has been widely
adopted by wave energy device developers for the
mooring of individual prototypes.
A simplified approach has been defined for the
preliminary sizing of the components and a more
extensive time-domain analysis has been carried out.
The results seem to indicate the feasibility of this
design and its suitability to arrays of several devices of
limited displacement. Loads and motions are
encouraging but deeper analysis is required in
particular with respect to its influence on the power
absorption and the fatigue of some of its elements
(synthetic ropes).

Table 1: Design load cases applied for the time-domain
analysis

A sample of the tensions recorded during the
simulations is shown in Figure 9. Maxima for the
anchor lines were found to be well below 500 kN but
the behaviour in relatively more common sea states was
a reason for concern with respect to the fatigue of the
components.
Future design improvements might require the addition
of a larger paid-out length with a consequent increase
in the global footprint.
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